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In keeping with Fondazione Prada’s aim to broaden its cultural scope, the exhibition “Art or Sound” addresses, for the first time, artistic creation that lies on the boundary between the visual arts and sound production, as well as the ways in which these two fields interact.

We began by investigating the Renaissance as it is the origin of a contemporary approach that, by extending its roots into the past, alters its cultural structures and categories. A closer review of what may at first appear secondary—like the decoration of a musical instrument or the suggested resonance of a painting—reconstructs a history, retold in its manifold forms, that demonstrates the ongoing interest in the convergence and exchange of ideas between disciplines.

An object of focus has been the ambiguity that arises out of the relationship between the object and sound, and whether the resulting artifact is considered to have the characteristics—depending on the moment, context and interpretation of the viewer—of a work of art or musical instrument.

In the exhibition at Ca’ Corner della Regina, as in this book, art and music are not the only two elements interwoven. There are also notions of light and sound, writing and movement, sculpture and instrument, as well as the work of the artists and craftsmen who have produced hybrid, equivocal objects whose physical presence and sound production simultaneously activate our senses.

An ensemble of clocks and carillons, automata and musical machines, paintings and scores, sculptures and readymades, together with decorated, assembled, imaginary and silent musical instruments, transforms this exhibition into an orchestration to be seen, heard and experienced outside any previously established category.

Miuccia Prada and Patrizio Bertelli
Presidents of Fondazione Prada
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NOTE TO THE READER
This volume reconstructs and analyzes the relationship between investigation and experimentation in the fields of art, sound and music from the Renaissance through modern day.

In addition to a text by the curator, the volume contains essays by scholars, musicologists, theorists, artists, musicians, composers and art historians who conduct historical, critical, philosophical, technical and sociological surveys on the subject.

The essays are divided by sections with illustrations (complete with brief descriptive texts) that provide an exhaustive account of the exhibition “Art or Sound” by Fondazione Prada, curated by Germano Celant at Ca’ Corner della Regina in Venice. Exhibited works (including musical instruments, mechanical objects, scores, paintings, sculptures, assemblages, installations and electronic devices) have been realized by artisans, craftsmen, artists, composers and musicians during the period stretching from 1520 to 2014.

All illustrated works (or the related authors/makers) mentioned in the essays are accompanied by a reference page number.

Presented in chronological order, each illustration is accompanied by a text describing the work and including author’s/maker’s name (when known), title, year (execution or production date; in case of reconstruction or replica the date is in parenthesis) and synthetic biographical or historic information on the author/maker (artisan or company, artist, composer or musician). Some of the texts refer to more than one image.

The works are described with regard to their relevant technical and artistic characteristics, and their relation to sound.

Information is based on historical documents, specialized publications, audiovisual documentation and cross disciplinary dialogue as part of the Art or Sound project, conducted with artists, scholars, archivists and other experts in museums, foundations and galleries.

The artist and musician citations included in this volume indicate bibliographic sources, except in those cases where oral testimony was gathered during the project’s research phase.

The works mentioned in the text and followed by the abbreviation [exh.] are on exhibit but not illustrated in the book.

Further detailed information (media, dimensions, collections) can be found in the List of exhibited and illustrated works (p. 440).
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THERMODYNAMICS AND ELECTRICITY,
PANTHEISM AND VOID
"One might call it a din, a roar, a clamor, a hammering, a great shriek, a bellow of the gods, but noise is a simple word that serves just as well to describe what has no name."

Roberto Bolaño, 2006

CAPTURED SENSE

The “Art or Sound” exhibition walks us past objects we hear: devices that produce, transform or bury sound within them. These objects lead us to puzzle, across the centuries caught here, at the variable positionings of the seeable and the audible, and at the instruments that merge, exchange, juxtapose and decouple them.

The musical sculpture captures and converts. In it, something is harnessed, held, transformed, redirected. Just as instruments capture air, movement, and the vibration of a sound, they can also capture the eye, hold the glance, rewarding it with a harmony, an intricacy, a reason to linger, a trap: two centuries of bird cages.

In wood and string instruments, the breath and motion (and skill and emotion) of the player are received, shaped and amplified: the action comes from without, from the human who plays. These contrast with automata, objects that move themselves. The difference between an instrument and a machine was a recurring 19th-century question, though many denied any essential divide: a skillfully played instrument appears to play itself, while the valves and pistons of tools of all sorts, including woodwinds and brasses from the 19th century onward, fold many simple machines into a single device.

The visual forms of musical objects, as much as the sounds they emit, raise the question of the sources of action: who is in control, and through what means? Musical automata especially lead us to ask: who has wound the spring, stoked the furnace, patterned the circuits, flipped the switch? Such puzzles hover over the visual forms of musical objects, as much as the sounds they emit, raising the question of the sources of action: who is in control, and through what means?

Musical automata especially lead us to ask: who has wound the spring, stoked the furnace, patterned the circuits, flipped the switch? Such puzzles hover over the visual forms of musical objects, as much as the sounds they emit, raising the question of the sources of action: who is in control, and through what means?

The poet dutifully relinquishes his fantasies, yet it’s hard not to suspect that the true prize of the poem, its beating heart and the source of fascination, is precisely the forbidden pantheist reverie, framed by the innocent proprieties of Christian and domestic dualism, at its center.

Coleridge’s poem established a recurring link between innovative instruments, synaesthesia, and a metaphysical temptation. Behind the lure of synaesthesia, which merged senses, stood cosmological possibilities that merged matter, mind and elusive sources of activity. Synaesthetic instruments were a gateway drug to pantheism. Though such conjectures picked up on perennial debates, they gathered historical force in the 19th century, thanks to technological assemblages that unleashed unprecedented forces.

Cymbal, Cylinder, Cygne

Musicologists like to say that at the start of the 19th century Europeans heard two kinds of man-made sounds louder than any heard before: explosions in the Napoleonic Wars and Beethoven’s symphonies. True or not, the anecdote points to a rupture and a connection, terrifying and sublime, between new technologies of destruction and creation. The disarming equation between strategically deployed artillery and the orchestra’s technological assembly was frequently noted, with composers and conductors positioned as generals, ranked instruments as troops, symphonies as campaigns. Ludwig van Beethoven’s *Eroica* (1802–04) symphony was inspired by Napoleon; his *Wellingtons Sieg* (1813) was composed not only to commemorate Waterloo, but as a proof-of-concept for a new, gigantic orchestral automaton, with pounding drums, blaring fanfares, booming wind-up drums and crashing cymbals.

The Panharmonicon for which Beethoven composed was designed by the same Johann Nepomuk Maelzel who invented the metronome, an artificial larynx, and toured with a chess-playing automaton. Though 18th-century automata were figures of bourgeois self-control, by the early 19th century many humans experienced such machines as rivals and an invasion: they provoked a creeping recognition of impersonal forces overtaking individuality.

Thundering in the background, too, they heard the clanging of mass-produced tools and weapons, soon joined by the groan and clatter of steam engines driving mills, presses and locomotives.
Overwhelming auditory experiences were matched by staggering visual experiences in the panoramas, which frequently used as subjects battles scenes and vertiginous views from towers and mountains, as well as the visual culture they spawned: whether enormous and confrontational historical paintings, or dazzling, shape-shifting backdrops for the theater and the opera. The railway journey produced a “panoramic vision” in which foreground details evanesced into a slowly shifting background, as well as disorienting shock through the train's violent commotions.

Battles, panoramas, steam engines and orchestras all involved sounds, sights, and concussions too powerful, vast or dynamic to grasp at once: they threatened to overtake, devour, encompass the body and mind of those who experienced them, to rubble the boundaries that kept humans separate from their surroundings.

Helmut Müller-Sievers has recently reframed 19th-century science, technology and arts through reference to a single geometric form, the cylinder, and the motions it made possible. The challenges posed by the steam engine were not limited to retaining heat and power—a capacity increased by James Watt’s introduction of a second cylinder or condenser to the engine’s primary piston—but translating rectilinear motion into circular motion and vice versa.

As motors, containers and tools (including the drums used to record physiological processes) cylinders ensured both the fixed order and the open progress demanded for consumption and creation. The cylinder was also an elemental form (however mutated) for new additions to the audio-visual arsenal: the brass tubes stretched and twisted by Adolphe Sax and Ludwig Embach, the voice-amplifiers for Giacomo Meyerbeer's demon chorus below the stage in Meyerbeer's Robert le diable (1831), opera glasses and panoramas themselves. It provided the logic for the senses' assembly and deployment over time: the unfurling of the moving panorama matched the sequence of the railway journey, music box and player-piano, the unrolling of the symphonic score.

An intriguing double movement appeared in studies of the physiology of the senses: the senses were separated in order to be later rejoined. On the side of separation, Johannes Müller and Charles Bell argued that the nerves that carried auditory and visual signals were distinct, and that specific nerve energies applied to each.

The laboratory apparatus of Laplacean mathematical experimental physics was used by Félix Savart and Jean-Baptiste Biot to capture the distinct regularities of optical and acoustic phenomena, building mechanical replicas of both eyes and ears. Attempts to measure the speed of sound and light were undertaken with support from the scientific popularizer François Arago, a contributor to Alexander von Humboldt’s cosmic and esthetic science of the earth and skies. To measure sound, a cannon was fired at the same time as a visual signal was raised: observers at a known distance measured the time it took to hear the explosion after seeing the sign. To measure the speed of light, Arago directed Léon Foucault and Hippolyte Fizeau to build a system of swiftly rotating mirrors that would cause a light beam to travel a vast distance in a contained space; the swiftly rotating mechanism was borrowed from a church organ's device for regulating the flow of air into pipes.

Yet profound analogies were seen to unite sound with light and the other “imponderable” fluids studied by physicists: some physicists assumed they were all susceptible to identical mathematical treatments, and others pressed for proofs of an underlying physical unity, seeing them as vibrations in a pervasive ether or as modifications of a fundamental force or power. Such theories were endorsed and enacted in romantic and fantastic arts, where the unity of senses suggested deeper metaphysical unity: Johann Wolfgang von Goethe’s emotional and musical analysis of colors harmonized with his Spinozist nature; Charles Baudelaire programmatically announced his “Correspondences” (1857). The equivalence and interconversion between senses was an artistic goal and a critical common ground: painting by sound, the music of colors.

The mixture of senses suggested a mixture of essences; synaesthesia often surged forth as a first step to the assertion of a mystic unity between mind and nature—a vitalist monism or a pantheism. Both were responses to upheavals in the distribution of the sensible, a new technological sensorium in which analytic boundaries were relentlessly traced and relentlessly surpassed. Synaesthesia resonated simultaneously with philosophical pantheism and the scientific and technological developments of the early 19th century: steam engines, electric networks, mass media.
This combination also produced new social visions. Followers of Charles Fourier propounded the analogies among the senses and the combinations made possible by the “keyboard of personalities;” new moons, new continents, new creatures and bodies would appear through the harmonic organization of labor. Saint-Simonianism, a religion invented by engineers for the spread of industry, combined conversions of steam, electricity, labor and the senses. The equivalence of heat and work in the steam engine was repeated in their view of a cosmic equivalence between mind and matter—two aspects of God. Thermodynamics, pantheism and synaesthesia went hand in hand.

In 1832, a Saint-Simonian denounced contemporary Paris as “a great satanic dance” of visual and auditory dissonance: the scientists of the Latin Quarter were face-to-face with the “howling animals” of the Jardin des Plantes; orphans screaming in the children’s hospital disturbed astronomers at the Observatory. In “The New City of the Saint-Simonians,” labor; knowledge, trade and pleasure would be first separated and then united in a single plan, distributed across the city, which would take the form of a man. Science filled his left side, where a university’s giant pyramid and shining buildings “climb to the sky in crystals of light;” industry took the right, with “cylindrical chimneys opening jaws filled with flames,” to “the rhythm of hammer blows and axes.”

Between the man’s legs lay buildings “consecrated to the ecstasies of the mind and the delirium of the senses,” including “operas and theaters with their apparatus of instruments, costumes and décors.” Separating functions between thought, action and feeling was a first step to their harmonious merger. At the head of this “new colossus,” on the Île de la Cité, was a new temple in the shape of giant woman. Staircases spiraled up her sides, like jeweled belts and garlands; music poured from an organ at her breast; behind her, the train of her dress was draped over an amphitheater. This hi-tech, synaesthetic fetish converted all the forces of nature into a melodious, striking device to unify humanity, its works, and the multifarious energies of a divinized nature.12

The Saint-Simonians’ pantheist vision of a technologically improved and harmonized city was a key source for Georges Eugène Haussmann’s transformation of Paris in the 1850s and 1860s. Napoleon III’s remodeling, however, seemed to leave no place for quieter, more intimate harmonies. Like Victor Hugo, Baudelaire saw himself as an exile from this changed urban landscape, its scaffolds, clanging tools, clattering carriages and pavements. In Le Cygne (The Swan, 1861) he forged an allegorical bond between himself and a starving, desperate swan, escaped from a menagerie, that he saw walking near the Tuileries: “in the forest where his spirit is exiled”13 he hears the notes of a horn play, recalling all others who are lost, away from home. The symbolic fusion of sound, sight and sense in this cygne/sign comes at the cost of the poet’s expulsion from his surroundings. Sense and meaning are emphasized, while matter drops away, handed over to “modern fatuity.”14

Baudelaire’s phonetic capture of the eternal in the fleeting and of the heroicism specific to the modern era resonated through the arts to come. Curious paradox: visions of a unity of sense, action and technique in the 1830s and 1840s had been shared among engineers, scientists, poets and artists—whom Saint-Simon baptized the “avant-garde.” Yet in the second half of the century, many of the mystic aspirations of reformers were realized as merely material (and frequently exploitative) attainments. In response, artists redefined themselves and their domain, in many cases, as an escape—though a doomed one—to a realm of memory, sense, emotion and imagination alone. Baudelaire was the beacon for this shipwreck.

THE MATTER OF EMPTINESS

Wagner’s Gesamtkunstwerk merged music, poetry and theater. His Parisian followers received his synaesthetic work in spiritualist terms: as a sensory, emotional and intellectual experience, but, significantly, as a spectacle that transcended its material supports. Art became an ideal medium that made it possible to leave matter behind. Wagner encouraged this dematerialization by hiding the orchestra: his musical and visual Leitmotifs now floated beyond instruments. The pantheist doctrines of material and spiritual unity from the first half of the century were frequently sublimated into a new form of dualism after 1850, one that resonated with table turning and spiritualism and with research into the “fourth dimension” of ether; a mercurial, weightless matter assumed to be at work in both séances and in gas-discharge tubes—precursors to today’s fluorescent and neon lights.15

THE ARCHAIC ELSEWHERE OF SKIES
Nevertheless, material supports were needed to produce transcendent effects; the late 19th-century’s spiritual art was inseparable from its material productions. Wagner was depicted as a practitioner of animal magnetism, in a musical arms race with his rival Hector Berlioz, who contemplated conducting via telegraph. Networks of hydraulics and steam were busily accompanied by meshes of electric communication; telegraph lines raced along beside railroad, below and ahead of steamships, and modern synaesthesia was too earnestly and hastily that they could reach their barely-recognized goal of perfect communion through technical transubstantiation. He warned: “don’t go and make the same mistake some preachers do, and lighten, through I don’t know what dilution into the color of electricity and of the people, the archaic elsewhere of skies.” The wrong lighting, a music that was too audible, traded in counterfeit heaven.

Instead Mallarmé advanced a conception of poetry as primordial music, an art that gestured indirectly toward an unspeakable emptiness at the root of thought and things. Poetic language indicates what cannot be said, through its intrinsic inability to capture what it speaks. Words placed like the frozen moves of ballerinas could “echo, with intentional vagueness, the mute object, using allusive words, never direct, reducing everything to an equivalent of silence.” In place of the too-literal fantasia of destruction choreographed by electric connection, material traces became a species of emptiness. Avant-gardes followed off these cliffs, exploring automaticity, the specific limits of the medium, self-reflexive puzzles without solution.

Two centuries of networked signal and noise, of destruction choreographed by electric connection, divide the blasphemous speech of Coleridge’s wind-strummed lute from the present. In Bruce Nauman’s sculptures of word and light, perhaps we see and hear the fullness of pantheism that pulsed in romantic synaesthesia collapsing into a cosmic twin—silent dark matter undercutting “light in sound.” In one of Nauman’s enigmatic circuits (1981–82), neon hums in twisted tubes of lemon, orange and fuchsia; words flare, expire and repeat: VIOLINS... VIOLENCE... SILENCE.
This essay is dedicated to
Robert Michael Brain

7 [Editor’s Note: Verse 49 from the poem Le Cygne. This poem is the 4th in a section of Les fleurs du mal entitled "Tableaux Parisiens" (Parisian Scenes), which was added to the 2nd edition of the book. First edition Les fleurs du mal (Paris: Poulet-Malassis et de Broise, 1857, 2nd ed. 1861).]